
 
 
 

  

Tips for Grant Success 

Prepare your grant-seeking 
organisation for success with the 
latest industry knowledge. 

This is a comprehensive introduction to 

help you develop skills and knowledge in 

writing more successful grant 

applications.  

You will also learn how you can ensure 

that your organisation is grant ready, and 

what to do when an application is 

successful or unsuccessful, plus effective 

reporting, acquittal and stewardship 

strategies. 

 
Evolve with QUTeX 

 
Enhance your knowledge and skills to achieve greater success in your grant-seeking strategy. 

This is a comprehensive introduction or refresher course to help you in seeking philanthropic 

grants, covering organisational readiness, strategy, relationships, writing tips and world-class 

execution.  

It also includes the latest intelligence from grant-making bodies and practical steps from 

Australia’s leading practitioners on philanthropic grant strategy and execution. 

 

Core concepts 
 

The half day workshop covers: 

• An overview of the grants landscape 

• Steps to ensuring your organisation is 'grant ready' 

• Advice on project packaging, developing grant-ready project plans, and setting up 

internal processes to succeed 

• Feedback from funders on why applications do or don't succeed 

• Tips on relationship building 

• How to write a great grant application 

• Next steps when an application is successful or unsuccessful, and effective reporting, 

acquittal and stewardship strategies 

 

Who should participate? 
 

The course is suitable for leaders and practitioners from not-for-profit organisations seeking 

greater success and cut-through with their grant-seeking program. It is suitable for those 

seeking a comprehensive introduction to this area, as well as experienced operators who want 

to enhance their skills and capability. 

 
Your expert facilitator 

 

Alicia Edwards 

As	Grants Strategist at Strategic Grants,	Alicia works closely 

 with	organisations	large, medium and small to develop  

effective grants strategies. Alicia works with a diverse range 

 of non-profit organisations across the sector including in health, social welfare, universities, 

disability and the environment.			

Throughout her career, Alicia has been instrumental in building funder relationships and 

sourcing millions in philanthropic funding	for a range of	causes. Her first fundraising role at 

Surf Life Saving Foundation saw her managing significant fundraising appeals and community 

fundraising initiatives. She has since worked with Medical Research teams and educational 

institutions to develop their relationships with funders, community	organisations, boards	and 

major	philanthropic	donors. 
 
 

Duration: ½ day 

Cost: From $250 

Apply Now  
Web: QUT.edu.au/QUTeX 

Phone: 07 3138 7733 

Email: qutex@qut.edu.au 

Blog:  blogs.qut.edu.au/qutex 

Cost 
Standard Registration $250.00  (GST included) 

(Note: no further discounts apply) 

Certificate of Completion 

SHORT COURSE 


